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AI - the challenge of the 21st century
• Throughout the world the AI supremacy is considered a major national
objective: (see the AI strategies in the USA, China, Russia, France, Germany,
Denmark etc.);
• EU is an area with 24 official languages and apparently threatened by socioeconomic and cultural fragmentation;
• The new AI developments (mainly DL, NN, VR) make the cultural heritage
accessible to visitors wherever they are: virtual musems, exhibitions, books or
printings become realities. Language Technologies play a crucial role in
breaking the communication barriers and socio-economic and cultural
fragmentation;
• The increased computing power and storage copacity of present day technology
make the AI community ”data hungry”;
• Empirical studies are encouraged;
• New problems appear with using mass data: IPR, coverage, trust, biases, etc.
• By ingesting more and more data, do the programs became more intelligent?

Examples of technology evolution from MT
history
• Approximate landmarks in the history of Machine Translation evolution (cf. Teven Le
Scao: A brief history of machine translation paradigms, HuggingFace, May 14, 2020)

• Rule-based: 1950-1984
• Early rule-based MT: 1950-1967
• Knowledge-based MT: 1967-1984
• Data-driven:
• Example-based 1984-1993
• Statistical-based: 1993-2013 (on 5th October the last version of
Moses V4.0 released)
• Neural Network-based: 2013 - today

The “Data Driven” Revolution
• The CANDIDE Statistical Machine Translation (early
1990) of IBM TJ Watson Research Center
demonstrated the power of statistical models (yet,
paper rejected at Coling 1988)
P. Brown, S. Della Pietra, V. Della Pietra, and R. Mercer (1991). The
mathematics of smt: parameter estimation. CL,19(2)

• The web became an endless source of raw data
• The computers became tens of thousand of times more
powerful than in early times
• The funding agencies (DARPA, JST, EC, as well many
national organizations) became very interested in
practical MT systems. Translation for
assimilation/dissemination
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Statistical approaches (1)
• Masters of the web (Google, Microsoft, Yahoo,
Baidoo, Yandex) and several other big companies
(IBM, EDL, Asia Online, Systran, Promt, Babylon)
offer public MT services of different quality, depending
on the language pair and the type of domain (of
discourse).
„In a given day we translate roughly as much text as
you’d find in 1 million books. To put it another way:
what all the professional human translators in the
world produce in a year, our system translates in
roughly a single day.” (2012, F. Och)
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Statistical Approaces (2)
• Most of the most successful SMT services (Google Translate,
Bing, SDL-Language Weaver, Asia On-line etc) based on
data-driven approaches, rooted in the famous IBM 5 statistical
models.
• The release of several publicly open SMT toolkits (Pharaoh,
Giza, Giza++, Joshua and many others)
• MOSES, the most influential SMT toolkit
(strongly supported by EC) – a large and
active community of contributors, constant
maintenance and user support. Now, deprecated!
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• Europe's Digital Single Market must be multilingual! (open letter to
EC, signed by more than 3800 professionals and decision makers)
asking the EC to address the multilingual challenge in the DSM
strategy;
• On September 11, 2018 EP has overwhelmingly endorsed the report
'Language Equality in the Digital Age’;
• Language Technology and Automated Translation have been among
the main areas where AI brought spectacular advances and Europe

does not need to abandon its treasure of language diversity.

• Language technologies and automated translations can revolutionize
cross-lingual access to digital services by simplifying translation
workload.
• Getting the data (big and clean) the ”new gold rush” of the knowledge
society

• Hundreds of funded projects and tens of large concerted actions in the last 20
years
CLARIN (Common LAnguage Resource INfrastructure),
FLaReNet (Fostering Language Resource Network),
METANet (Multilingual Europe Technological Aliance Network), etc.
• Recently, multiple ample initiatives and actions towards breaking the language
barriers:
eTRANSLATION(https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/eTranslation),
ELRC (http://www.lr-coordination.eu/home)
European Language Grid (https://www.european-language-grid.eu)
European Language Equality (https://european-language-equality.eu/)
Nexus Linguarum (https://nexuslinguarum.eu/)

EC MT service eTRANSLATION

https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/eTranslation
The EC has probably the biggest translation service in the world. In order to meet
the ever growing request for translations, the EC built its own machine translation
tool developed by EC with support from EC projects (Accurat, Moses, MetaNet,
ELRC etc.). eTRANSLATION, is trained on the output of the translators of the
EU institutions over the past few decades.
eTRANSLATION – more than 50 services are connected to this MT system,
Works for 24 official EU languages, plus Icelandic, Norwegian and Russian.
More than 170 mio pages since launching (2017). From March 2020 it is opened
for the SMEs.
Presidency MT Kit – Enhancements (NN based) of eTRANSLATION (Latvian,
Bulgarian, Austrian), (Romanian, Finnish, Croatian) (German, Portuguese,
Slovene) (for now) Rotating Presidency of the Council of European Union

ELRC - European Language Resource
Coordination (www.lr-coordination.eu)
• European Language Resource Coordination (ELRC) was launched in 2015 as a
service contract with the Connecting Europe Facility’s (CEF) Programme and, due
to its success, prolonged until 2021
• The largest campaign for data collection to feed the eTRANSLATION system.
The ELRC-SHARE repository is used for documenting, storing, browsing and
accessing Language Resources that are collected through the European Language
Resource Coordination and considered useful for feeding the CEF Automated
Translation (CEF.AT and eTRANSLATION) platforms and trans-European digital
online public services.
• ELRC WHITE PAPER :Sustainable Language Data Sharing to Support Language
Equality in Multilingual Europe or WHY LANGUAGE DATA MATTERS (2019)
• More than 5280 language resources collected for 26 languages, available to
everybody, according to the licences of the donors (most of them CC).

ELRC - European Language Resource
Coordination (www.lr-coordination.eu)
• Organized in each country of the consortium 2 or 3 workshops (addressed mainly
to public administration institutions).
• In Romania there were organized until now 2 workshops:

• on March 23rd, 2016 (European Commission premisses in Bucharest)
• On November 1st, 2018 (European Commission premisses in Bucharest)
• The third one, will be organized (probably by teleconferencing) on September 29th, 2021. This
workshop will be focussed on SMEs and research institutes.

ELG European Language Grid
Project started in 2019 and will run until mid 2022
The ambition: the European Language Grid to become the primary platform for the whole European
Language Technology landscape.
The ELG will develop and deploy a primary platform for LT in Europe, as a scalable cloud platform,
providing, in an easy-to-integrate way, access to hundreds of commercial and non-commercial LT for all
European languages, including running tools and services as well as data sets and resources. It will enable the
commercial and non-commercial European LT community to deposit and upload their technologies and data
sets into the platform, to deploy them through the grid, and to connect with other resources.
The European Language Grid will boost the Multilingual Digital Single Market towards a thriving European
Language Technology community, establishing 32 National Competence Centres (NCCs) to act as local and
national bridges to the ELG consortium and the European Language Grid as a technology platform.

ELG European Language Grid
Platform Architecture

”The European Language Grid will be the first large-scale Language Technology platform applying
containerisation, using Docker in combination with Kubernetes and OpenStack.
For LT, we consider containers to be a solution for the notorious issue of providing interoperability between
different services. Operating system, programming languages, frameworks and library dependencies can all
be included in a single image, ensuring that the service will operate as foreseen by its developer.
The ELG cloud infrastructure will be able to receive, manage and run many images in parallel. This is
especially relevant for those organisations who cannot or do not want to host tools or services themselves
(because, for example, they don’t have any infrastructure). ”
( cf. Technical part of the project proposal)
There will be a workshop (probably by teleconferencing) in October, 2021 where, among other important
things, the platform will be demonstrated

European Language Equality
• ELE is a new EU project that starts in January 2021 and ends in June 2022
• The ELE project is not about implementation or research.
• ELE is a preparation project to develop a convincing agenda and roadmap , bringing
on board as many relevant stakeholders as possible to endorse the agenda and roadmap.
• Its goal is the development of the Strategic Research, Innovation and Implementation
Agenda and a Roadmap for achieving full Digital Language Equality in Europe by 2030
• Consortium with 53 partners covering all European countries and all major initiatives
• Many consultation events, roundtables, stakeholder meetings planned
• Intended overlap between ELE and ELG consortium, ELG NCCs and META-NET
members, close collaboration with them.
• Firmly establish LT and language-centric AI in Horizon Europe and Digital Europe
Programme
• Digital language equality is achieved when no languages are under-resourced!

European Language Equality
• Besides the Strategic Research, Innovation and Implementation Agenda and
a Roadmap for achieving full Digital Language Equality in Europe by 2030,
the project will update the METANET country reports, earlier published by
Springer (the Romanian volume: Trandabăț Diana, Irimia Elena, Barbu
Mititelu Verginica, Cristea Dan, Tufiș Dan: Limba română în era digitală -The Romanian Language in the Digital Age (volum bi-lingv), Springer, 2012,
ISBN 978-3-642-30702-7)
• There will be a workshop organized (probably by teleconferencing) in
October, 2021

Nexus Linguarum
• Interoperability (semantic)!
• Linguistic data science is a specific case of Data Science, which is concerned with
providing a formal basis to the analysis, representation, integration and
exploitation of linguistic data (syntax, morphology, lexicon, etc.).
• The amount of formally (and semi-formally) described linguistic data has evolved
and increased in recent years, typically contained and described in language
resources (LRs).
• In order to reduce such issues as heterogeneous representation formats which
hinders the discoverability of the LR, the application of linked data techniques to
LRs has led to the emergence of the so-called linguistic linked open data
(LLOD).
• LLOD grounds on linked data to sharing and interlinking linguistically relevant
data sources. Specifically, linked data refers to the recommended best practices
for exposing, sharing, and connecting structured data on the Web, and builds on
Semantic Web recommendations and World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
standards (such as RDF, RDFS and OWL).

Nexus Linguarum

• As a result of interlinking a number of open monolingual and multilingual LRs,
the so called LLOD cloud (http://linguistic-lod.org/llod-cloud) is now emerging
as a subcloud of the linked open data cloud (https://lod-cloud.net/) as a linguistic
ecosystem based on linked data principles that will allow for open exploitation of
such data at global scale.
• In this context, as reported by the “Cracking the Language Barrier” federation in
its Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) for the Multilingual Digital
Single Market, language remains a key challenge for big data. The report,
elaborated by many experts of European projects and organisations working on
multilingual technologies, identifies linked data as a core technology in the
roadmap for the Multilingual Digital Single Market. Applications relying on the
intersection of linked data and LRs fields could help in that direction, by enabling
re-usability, openness and connectivity of linguistic data at a Web scale.

Large resources for Romanian language
• CoRoLa (corola.racai.ro) – Corpus of COntemporary ROmanian
LAnguage

CoRoLa is equipped with friendly interfaces
• Query interfaces:
• KORAP (powerful regular expressions queries in the
textual part of the corpus, IDS-Mannheim)
• NLP-CQP (controlled natural language queries in the
textual part of the corpus)
• OCQP (word/lemma based search in the oral part of the
corpus)
• The corpus is open access

[drukola/p=verb & drukola/base!=avea] [drukola/orth=loc]
meaning
”search for any verb, except avea folowed by the word loc”

MARCELL- Corpus
• Very large comparable corpus of national legislation documents
• Seven large-scale suitably pre-processed (tokenized, morphologically tagged and
syntactically parsed) monolingual corpora of national legislation documents classified into
EUROVOC topics/descriptors and enriched with identified EUROVOC and IATE terms.
Romanian sub-corpus
Government: 41.511
• Source: http://legislatie.just.ro/
Ministers: 28.196
• 2,6 GB of raw texts, 31.2 GB of preprocessed texts President: 20.102
•

Constitutional Court: 17.377
163230 documents issued between 1990-2021 Parliament: 9.376
412.342.224 words
National Authorities: 5.532
Others: 26.160

 besides the standard annotations (provided by RELATE),
the corpus has all the juridical (multi)terms marked-up
(sources IATE&EUROVOC thesauri)

 a unique resource for terminological and translation R&D; a very large training set for
NERC in legal domains
The corpus is publicly available through ELRC distribution channels (2021)

RELATE: Romanian Portal of Language Technologies
(http://relate.racai.ro)
“TEPROLIN Service”: this is a Romanian text
preprocessing platform currently offering 15
modules: Text normalisation, Diacritics restoration, Sentence

splitting, Tokenization, Hyphenation, Word stress identification,
Word phonetic transcription, Abbreviation expansion, Numeral
rewriting, POS tagging, Lemmatization, Named entity recognition,
chunking, Dependency parsing

• “CoRoLa”:
an
interface
integrating
functionalities for the Contemporary Romanian
Reference Corpus;
• “RoWordNet”:
querying
Romanian
WordNet,
PrincetonWordNet.

interfaces
aligned

for
with

• ”Machine Translation”: En-Ro & Ro-En
enhanced (NN) version of EC eTRANSLATION
• ROBIN ASR & TTS – prototype demos for ASR
& TTS (Romanian)

RELATE: Romanian Portal of Language Technologies
(http://relate.racai.ro)
Language resources on RELATE:
- word embeddings
- statistical language and speech models
- Corpora (CoRoLa)
- NN models (Bert-type) for Romanian language (not yet, but soon), including distilled ones
- Lexicons (speech and text)
- Ro-WordNet

A snapshot with the results of text analysis (CoNNL-U format): tokenization, lemmatization,
tagging, dependency parsing, syllabification, phonetic transcription, accent specification

EuroVoc category and IATE ID

monitor (en. Instructor): EuroVoc category – 3206 (Education and Communications)
IATE ID –1394636
monitor official (en. Official journal): EuroVoc domain – 3221 (Education and Communication)
- 7206 (Geography –Europe)
- 7231 (Geography – economic geography)
IATE ID - 3522817
The annotation will be enriched with UD POS, NP chunks, EUROVOC terms, syntactic parse.
The IATE/EUROVOC labeller, not yet integrated in RELATE but it will be in the dockered/containerised version for ELG

Dependency Parsing, WordNet, Word
Embeddings, Speech search and Synthesis

Named Entity Recognition and Classification (1)

Named Entity Recognition and Classification (2)

New Named Entity Recognition and Classification
• For the PharmaCoNER international share task at EMNLP 2019, ICIA (RI, VP and
MM) developed a new version combining the two enhanced previous versions into
a better performing one. As our NERC systems are language independent, the new
one entered the competition for Spanish language.
• S1: an enhanced gazetter-based NERC (on RELATE portal)
• S2: BioNER, a NN NERC (on RELATE portal)
• S3: RPCN (Racai PharmaCoNER) a multiple strategy BiLSTM RNN
• The official evaluation of the results (not as good as own evaluation, but still SoA):
- Best precision: 0.92530
- Best recall: 0.84528
- Best F1: 0.84984
Radu Ion, Vasile Florian Păiș, Maria Mitrofan:RACAI’s System at PharmaCoNER 2019, EMNLP 2019, November 3–7, Hong Kong

Searching (aligned query) RoWordNet for the word ”tenis”

ReTeRom Resources
• CoBiLiRo - the platform for hosting the speech and language resources
collected, pre-processed and documented during the project
• TEPROLIN - the platform for pre-processing the textual data
• TADARAV – the collection of tools for recognition of Romanian speech
and automatic annotation of speech data, plus training data for ASR
• SINTERO – the collection of tools for text-to-speech synthesis (minimum
10 voices) in Romanian plus training data for TTS
By the end of the project (April 2021) at least 500 hours of recorded,
transcribed and aligned speech data, will be added to the open access CoRoLa
corpus of Contemporary Written and Spoken Romanian

ROBIN Resources (I)

1. Minicorpora of dialogues (request and reply) for training a robot (Pepper) in three
microworlds:
• Pepper as a shop-assistant
• Pepper as a guide for visitors at the Research and Conference Center of UPB
• Pepper as an health assistant and companion for elderly

2. Speech corpora (approx 100 h of audio recordings and their aligned transcriptions)
3. Sizeable and accurate lexicon:
• the (phonetic) lexicon contains 55,541 entries of the format
(http://www.racai.ro/p/robin/rapoarte/lexiconrobin.rar):

• the entries were validated (and corrected where necessary) by experts

word
lemma
afișând
afișa

MSD
Vmg

syllables
a.fi.șând

accent
ph_transcription
afiș'ând
a f i sh 1 n d

ROBIN Resources (II)

4. Language models built from CoRoLa

• The following models (built with SRI-LM
http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/):
• 3-grams pruned/unpruned
• 4-grams pruned/unpruned

• Training parameters:

• prune 1e-8
• interpolate
• kndiscount („Chen and Goodman's modified Kneser-Ney discounting for N-grams of
order n”)

• Training text has approx. 592M words (http://corola.racai.ro)

